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Salt Fiber Box  

1st  worldwide broadband offer  

based on 10 Gbit/s technology 

 

Salt’s Fiber Box unveiled today in Bern by its designer Alfredo Häberli will become the physical 

gateway to Salt’s exciting new world of triple play, offering customers ultra-high-speed 

Internet, TV and telephony services. 

The CE-certified and eco-designed Salt Fiber Box which is based on optical fiber technology 

(FTTH) and was fully developed by Salt’s technical teams in Switzerland is pushing forward the 

boundaries of data transmission in Switzerland and beyond. It delivers cutting-edge 

symmetrical 10 Gbit/s technology by means of a 10 Gbit LAN port - a total world novelty. 

 

Salt’s Fiber Box allows for data transmission rates unheard of in Switzerland  

and more than 400 times faster than current market average at 21 Mbit/s. 
 

To reach such bandwidth the Salt Fiber Box is equipped with the most powerful 1.5 GHz quad 

core processor. Salt’s novel router also acts as a next generation media gateway thanks to 

super-fast DDR 32-bit memory, two USB 3.0 (5Gbit/s) ports, a 10 Gbit/s Ethernet interface and 

four independent Gigabit ports. The most advanced WLAN (WiFi) technology based on dual-

band 2.4 GHz & 5 GHz and multiple antenna (MIMO 4X4) will catapult Salt customers into a 

whole new dimension in terms of WiFi speed, which can reach an astonishing 2,2 Gbit/s. 

Moreover, Salt Fiber Box offers the lowest latency of the market. It provides consumers with 

a unique user experience when surfing on the Internet and it will allow gamers equipped with 

a Salt Fiber Box to have a dramatic advantage in any online gaming competition. 
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 Salt’s Fiber Box comes with four Ethernet 1 GB ports, one Ethernet 10 GB port, two telephony ports  

as well as 2 USB 3.0 ports (not visible on the above picture). 

 

This unmistakeably fast connection also allows for an efficient telephone service in HD voice 

quality. It can be used either with a paired or connected DECT telephone device or a traditional 

digital telephone in conjunction with the respective adaptor which is provided as an accessory. 

The Salt Fiber Box can be installed either horizontally, vertically or through wall mounting and 

hence perfectly fits any living or other room designated for home entertainment. Further 

accessories comprise an optical fiber cable of a length of 5m as well as an Ethernet Gigabit 

cable of a length of 3m.  

The box remaining the property of Salt, it can be reused several times or recycled accurately 

thereby increasing the product’s overall lifespan. Also, a smart power saving feature allows to 

reduce power consumption and save energy when not used. Hence and in spite of being one 

of the most powerful router of the market, the Salt Fiber Box is a more sustainable product. 

Andreas Schönenberger, CEO Salt Mobile said: « I like to think of the Salt Fiber Box as a piece 

of real technological prowess and I am looking forward to offering it to Swiss consumers and 

see it fulfilling its role as a gateway to Salt’s exciting new world of triple play in households 

across the country. I am proud that Switzerland will have the world’s fastest bandwidth 

technology thanks to Salt. » 
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About Salt: Salt is a Swiss telecommunications provider which owns and operates an extensive, high-quality mobile telecommunications network 

infrastructure. Thanks to its ultrafast broadband solution called Salt Fiber, Salt provides a unique triple play service, which for the first time in 

Switzerland takes full advantage of the optical fiber technology by means of symmetrical date transmission rates of up to 10 Gbit/s. Salt Fiber can 

be combined in an gainful way with Salt’s powerful Plus flat rate subscriptions - a revolutionary portfolio which, thanks to its simplicity, has already 

convinced more than 95% of Salt’s customer base. 

Salt in figures: 1,223,000 postpaid customers (as of 31/12/2017), 88 Salt Stores and 4G coverage of 98% of Switzerland’s population. 


